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What is Universal Acceptance? 

 Ensure that software on the 

Internet universally accepts all 

domains (both ASCII and IDN 

domains) 

 

 Does not cover policy aspects of 

what domains should be allowed 

or restricted 
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Hat tip: http://domainincite.com/google-chrome-handles-new-tlds-badly/  

Acceptability Issues Example 
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Acceptability Issues Example 
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Examples of Causes 

 Improper logic in software for 

checking valid domains 

 

 Lack of IDNA support 

 

 Old software that is not yet 

upgraded 

 

 Issues caused by publicsuffix.org? 
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Example of Hard-Coded List 
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Example of String Length Check 



 

So how does one 

universally accept 

domains? 
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Checking TLDs 

• Do you need to check domain validity? 

– If not, don’t do it. Rethink why you do it. 

– e.g. if it is an email that needs to opt-in, will be 

caught that way 

• If so, is it an online application? 

– If so, use a DNS query which is instant and up-to-

date, don’t rely on a fixed list. 

• Last case scenario 

– Use a fixed list of TLDs, but make sure it has an 

update mechanism (e.g. once per day) 
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Don’t forget IDNs 

 Multiple representations of the 

same domain 

 

 New concepts like “right-to-left” 

 

 Not just in the “domain name” 

field, can be in email addresses, 

web addresses, name servers, 

and elsewhere. 
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What’s been done 
so far? 
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Activities to Date: 2003-2004 

- SSAC recommendations: 

 Develop an advisory 

 Create central repository of known issues 

 Internet Infrastructure providers and Internet 

software application developers review and test 

software to support new TLDs 

- IAB - RFC3696  

“Application Techniques for Checking  

and Transformation of Names” 
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Activities since 2004 (1/2) 

 Discussion forum and dedicated 

web page 

 

 Prepared technical 

recommendations 

 

 Posted TLD verification tool, see 

github.com/icann 
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Activities since 2004 (2/2) 

 “Initial Report on Universal 

Acceptance of IDN TLDs” 

published by JIG Working Group 

 

 Consultations with impacted 

parties 

 

 Round table in Costa Rica 



What should we do 
now? 
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ICANN tasks 

 Out reach campaign 

 

 Improve TLD verification libraries 

 

 Create and share informational 

and educational materials 

 

 (Your idea here.) 



Draft outreach materials 

Collateral Proposal

Fact Sheet:

Universal Acceptance of Domains

What’s the problem? In the 1980s and 1990s, the format of domain names was simple. All domains ended 

with a small number of common endings like “.com” and “.net”, or a two-letter code 

that represented a country like “.de” and “.uk”.

Times have changed. Since 2001, domain endings have been more than three letters 

long (think of “.info” or “.museum”), and since 2007, non-Latin characters have been 

used too.

So ware vendors, web site developers, and others o en constrain what they allow 

as a valid domain name in their applications, and the decisions they have made to 

limit domains to endings such as “.com” are harming the growth of the Internet. Our 

e ort toward universal acceptance of domains seeks to ensure those that do any kind 

of domain name validation do it in a correct way that allows for all valid domains to 

function correctly, whether they were registered 20 years ago or today.

1980s 2001 2007 2012

.com
.net

.org .uk
.de

.travel
.pro

.museum
.aero

.info

 e  rst domains were

created in the mid-1980s

Expanded in 2001 to include 

endings over 3 letters long

Expanded to include

characters from other 

languages and scripts

Expansion from around 300

TLDs to potentionally

thousands more endings

.city

.brand
.activity

.club
.anything

.

To support today’s domain name system, implementors need to deploy so ware and 

solutions that cater for all of these developments. So ware needs to support domain 

endings longer than 3 characters, and properly support internationalised domain 

names, to fully accept the community of domain names that exist today and in the 

future.

What has changed? No predeterminable length. Until 2001, domains ended with either 2 or 3 character 

extensions.  is is no longer true. Does your so ware limit domain endings to 2 or 3 

characters, or have a  xed drop-down box?

No  xed set of TLDs. In 2001 there were about 250 such endings, there are now over 

300.  is will grow at a higher rate from 2012 due to the new gTLD programme. Does 

your so ware have a hard-coded list of valid TLDs that it checks against? Is it regularly 

updated?

Non-Latin domains. Fields that accept domain names as input (such as email 

addresses, URLs, etc.) need to access not just Latin but other encodings to 

work properly. Can your so ware correct accept "         " if entered into a 

domain-related  eld?

Multiple representations. Non-Latin domains introduce a new idea — that the 

presentation and wire formats are di erent. For example, "xn--zckzah" and "テスト " 

are the exact same domain. Would your so ware know to treat them the same?

New Fact Sheet

Existing Project Pages
New Dedicated Microsite

acceptdomains.org

acceptdomains.org

acceptdomains.org

acceptdomains.org

Does your software or website

support the whole Internet?

In the 1980s and 1990s, the format of domain names was simple. All domains ended with a small number of common 

endings like “.com” and “.net”, or a two-letter code that represented a country like “.de” and “.uk”.

Times have changed. Since 2001, domain endings have been more than three letters long (think of “.info” or 

“.museum”), and since 2007, non-Latin characters have been used too.

So ware vendors, web site developers, and others o en constrain what they allow as a valid domain name in their 

applications, and the decisions they have made to limit domains to endings such as “.com” are harming the growth 

of the Internet. Our e ort toward universal acceptance of domains seeks to ensure those that do any kind of domain 

name validation do it in a correct way that allows for all valid domains to function correctly, whether they were 

registered 20 years ago or today.

Don't check domain validity if you don't need to. A lot of applications don't need 

to constrain the domain  eld, so unless you have a compelling reason to constrain it, 

leave it open.

Don't check the length of a domain to determine validity. You can no longer assume 

domain endings will be 2 or 3 characters long.  ey potentially can be between 1 and 

63 characters.

Do use an IDN library to properly convert domain names if they are received in 

multiple formats.  ere are many libraries, many free, that are used by major so ware 

vendors to implement this functionality. Make sure the library supports the most 

current (”IDNA2008”)  standard, as the older standard introduces compatibility issues.

Don't use a hard coded list of domains in your application. If you need to check 

if a domain exists, the best way to do it is using the DNS protocol. A live DNS query 

happens quickly and has the most up-to-date data available.

If you require a hard-coded list, do make sure it is regularly updated (e.g. daily) 

using am appropriate methodology. ICANN provides some sample toolkits on how 

this might be done.

Do ask questions if you are not sure. ICANN is happy to help provide advice to 

so ware implementers on what is needed if this information is not clear to you.

Do report websites or so ware that has problems accepting newer domains. If 

you notice a website that has problems, let us know and we'll try to reach out to he 

operator to encourage them to follow these guidelines.

What should I do?

More info >

More info >

More info >

More info >

Use an IDN library.

Specific

 

technical info pages

on individual topics

acceptdomains.org

Having a problem

with a website?

Form for end-users to

report broken software

and websites
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Your tasks 

 “Walk it like you talk it” — do all 

your applications properly 

support all domains? 

 

 Inform and educate vendors and 

others 

 

 Feedback to: 

tld-acceptance@icann.org 

 

mailto:tld-acceptance@icann.org
mailto:tld-acceptance@icann.org
mailto:tld-acceptance@icann.org


Thank You 


